Outer Banks Lighthouse Society Celebrates 25 Years of Advocacy
by Cheryl Shelton-Roberts

Looking back to the day we envisioned the Outer Banks Lighthouse Society (OBLHS) as a
group to fight for the preservation of North Carolina’s lighthouses that were in need of
being cared for, there is no way we could have ever wished for a more talented group of
individuals––already busy with their own careers––who would roll up their sleeves and
pitch in. Sometimes it is best not to know exactly what you are getting yourself into when
initiating a nonprofit organization. Overanalyzing what could go wrong with individuals
moving the proverbial federal boulder up the mountain to save our lights could have cut our
efforts short due to fear of failure. But, when problems cropped up––like being the lone,
independent voice in favor of moving the Cape Hatteras Lighthouse––jobs were divided up
among a willing group and we each bent to the task: a letter writing campaign, media
interviews advocating the move, attending multiple meetings on fact-gathering trips, and
publications created to educate the public about the dire need to relocate the grand tower
away from sea’s edge and its high probability of success. In the end, the world watched as
the “move of the century” unfolded in 1999.
Some of our first efforts gathered volunteers to open the door at Bodie Island Lighthouse for
the first time in decades; we canvassed to get the first-order Fresnel lens transferred from
the US Coast Guard to the National Park Service; and, to kick off preservation of that tower,
we had an expert summarize its needs. While a professional company worked at Cape
Hatteras as part of the initial relocation preparation efforts, OBLHS funded scaffolding from
that job site to be moved to the Bodie Island Lighthouse to determine restoration needs
there. It took years, but funding followed.
It has been a challenging yet rewarding twenty-five years that have taken us to all the great
lighthouses in the state multiple times. We made friends, and some became like family. To
gather and see our lighthouses surrounded by an adoring public including kids,
photographers, and artists is a treasured memory. Thank you to all who have been part of the
team, who have donated precious time and money, who have written encouraging notes to
us. Stay with us and spread the word: We need youth to take interest and become involved
in our lights’ future. The young must be exposed to the great stories behind these beautiful
edifices, their unique architecture, stonework, ironwork, and the grandeur of their lights
breaking the darkness that man has followed to safety for centuries.
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